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TransNatur
Newsletter of the

N.o 14  June 2009

Group

In January 2005, a small but solid
vessel from the Transnatur fleet dis-
embarked in this warm waters, very
much determined to settle down on
these islands. In its hold, a precious
cargo – excitement, energy, and
optimism.
With such cargo, and a small human

team, we opened up the doors to our Office.
As is often the case, when starting up a small dele-
gation, there are always problems at the beginning,
especially in places like these, where the peculiarity
of our islands needs a somewhat different approach
or perspective to that of the rest of delegations.
In June that very same year, our Managing Director,
Mr Javier Pagés, recruited me, entrusting me with
the management of the Office. I take this opportu-
nity to thank him as it has given me a chance to
develop myself fully in this job, which has eventual-
ly become my career. 
Born in Bilbao (north of Spain), but adopted by
Tenerife, I’ve been working in this field for twenty
years. I know this trade well, and the peculiarities
aforementioned, and so I decided to throw myself
into this new journey.
Our first and main goal has always been to put our
Delegation in its deserved right place in the market.
Today, we can proudly say that it is only through hard
work that we have made ourselves known, by pro-
moting our services, and little by little we have
placed ourselves as true leaders on our island. Our
main characteristic is not only to offer a good trans-
port service to our clients, but also to give them per-

sonalised consultancy services for all their operations.
This is, ladies and gentlemen, our distinguishing
mark, our little secret, the feature that makes us dif-
ferent. 
In these four years, we have already developed
some ambitious projects on our island, highlighting
amongst others, the logistics consultancy provided
to AUDI for the presentation of their Audi Q-7 car,
carried out in Tenerife in 2006, and the close collab-
oration with the Authorities on our island to send
educational and didactic material to Senegal as an
act of solidarity.
All this is possible thanks to the commitment of our
small, albeit passionate team, which is the one that
brings magic into our work. We have a long way to
go, but I can humbly say that the foundations have
been laid, and that the winds are favourable for us.  
Thank you once again for the precious support we
are constantly receiving from the Management
Board at our Head Office in Barcelona, and the
unconditional support from our DIRECTOR at the
Valencia Office, always so encouraging and energy-
driving.
Finally, may this piece of writing be a friendly invi-
tation to the rest of delegations, partners and
friends in general, to get to know us a bit better;
you’ll be all gladly surprised to find out that
Transnatur Tenerife has a life of its own, where,
thanks to a highly qualified team, can develop
great projects in common. 

JOSE MARIA LOPEZ

Branch Manager of TRANSNATUR Tenerife

The winds are favourable...
EDITORIAL

NEW RECRUITS:

In Sevilla: José A. Baeza (Accountancy)

ANNIVERSARIES 2009:

Omission: 15 years in 2007: Javier Gaona García
(Road traffic, VLC)

35 years: Josefina Bosch (Accountancy, BCN), Divina
Hernández (Road traffic, BCN), 
25 years: Jordi Palau (Warehousing, BCN)
20 years: Jordi Sanjosé (IT Dept, BCN), Mercedes Sola
(Road Traffic, BCN), Manolo Abellán (Warehousing,
BCN),
15 years: Enric Baldó (Road traffic, BCN), Rafael
Solaz (Customs, VLC), Vicente Girona (Road Traffic,
VLC),  Javier González (Administration, IRU)
10 years: Agustín López (Management, ZAG), Rafael
Capdevila (Customs, BCN), Prósper Pérez (Sales
Dept, BCN), Pilar Jiménez (Sea Freight, BCN),
Maribel Robles (Tel Operator, VLC), MªPilar Cabellán
(Sea Freight, VLC), Vicente Mena (Sea Freight, VLC),
José Vicente Garcia (Road Traffic, VLC),  Julio
Escobar (Road Traffic , IRU), Pierre Morellini (Sales
Dept, IRU), Joserra Camacho (Warehousing, IRU)

RETIREMENT

Our colleague from the Valencia
Office, Alejandro Hernández, retired
last February. He has worked in the
Customs Dep. of this Delegation for
twenty years.

TRANSNATUR WITH THE SPORT

As usual every year, our colleagues Xavier Charles
and Jordi Domingo took part in the Cursa de
Bombers (Firemen Brigade local race) in Barcelona
which this year celebrated its XI edition. The time to
cover 10 kms was 53:41 and 41:39 minutes respecti-
vely. They have both improved their time compared
to previous years, well done!

They are not sunflowers, Our colleagues from the Canary Islands  While our colleagues
they’re trucks ....... Delegations celebrating from Madrid were 

Christmas in the heat snowed under .....

CURIOUS PHOTOGRAPHS:

WE HAVE BEEN VISITED:

December 2008. INTERTRANS – Germany

February 2009. BRING LOGISTICS – Norway. Our Norwegian Agent Nor Cargo, was merged within the commer-
cial brand of the Norwegian Post and became Bring Logistics. They visited us to present their new organisa-
tional chart.

February 2009. ZIEGLER BORDEAUX – France

March 2009. BALLAUF – Greece. The Greek agent visited our Headquarters in Barcelona to ultimate new
agreements after their merger with the Company Imperio.

May 2009. CS CARGO – Czech Republic. Our Czech agent visited us last
May in order to present their new General Manager, Mr Petr Vicek. 
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WE VISITED:

February 2009. KORMAN – China
Last February our Ms
Merche Alarcón, Air
Freight Coordinator of
the Transnatur Group,
travelled to China and
visited the two Offices
that our Agent Korman
has in Shanghai and
Ningbo. 
Ms Alarcón held meetings with the operations
team of both Offices in order to establish new air
operational systems and try and unify criteria for
all the Transnatur delegations.

Thanks to this visit, new satisfactory rates for our
mutual traffic were reached, as well as rates for
the air traffic with The Canary Islands.

In the Vercelli
Terminal alone, they
have 450,000m2,
170,000m2 of which
are for warehous-
ing, with eighty
loading-download-
ing bays. The dan-
gerous goods are
stored in 60,000m2. A chemical division has been
recently built to store up to 84,000 pallets.

From the beginning of the collaboration, we have
already carried out two Sales Campaigns in Spain with
the sales team from the Italian company, and one in
Italy with sales executives from some of our
Delegations.

NEW AGENTS:

SIFTE BERTI – Italy

Last March, Transnatur
started an exclusive
collaboration with the
prestigious Italian
agent Sifte Berti.
Founded in 1969, they
currently have twenty
offices in Italy, their
Headquarters being
located in Lainate,
Milano. 
They have 300,000m
covered warehouse
space distributed
amongst all the
Delegations. They
have eighty daily
lines working in
Europe at the moment. They have 400 workers,
and their own distribution network that covers all
Italy, with 24hr delivery service, all of which is
coordinated and controlled thanks to the latest
technology: hand computer with GPS which allows
a detailed follow-up of the stage at which the
merchandise is the whole time. 

TN Valencia moved premises to the Parque
Empresarial Táctica. Located 1 km away from the
airport, 1 km from the Exhibitions Venue in
Valencia, and with direct access to the main
roads, this is a very important town-planning
Project in Valencia where emblematic companies
are expected to settle in.
The offices are distributed in three storeys of 500
m2 each, plus an underground car park for the
workers. 
The warehouse space is thus tripled, as well as the
loading bays, which will allow us to take care of
petitions for storage and distribution which we
have been forced to turn down for years. 
Besides being an Approved Customs Depot for
goods from Third Countries, we are an approved
VAT-free Warehouse where the clients will be
able to carry out tax-free operations which will
benefit them from substantial financial advan-
tages.
The increase in loading bays will speed up the
handling work. Having better working tools avail-
able will improve the quality of the services from

NEW PREMISES TN VALENCIA

all the departments in our Office in Valencia,
which will, in a very short period of time, hopeful-
ly result in handling a higher number of goods.

March 2009. SITTNAK – Turkey
Our Managing Director, Mr Javier Pagés, our
Deputy Managing Director, Mr Eduard Bascuñán,
and the Managing Director of Transnatur Norte, Mr
Eduardo Lopetegui visited our Turkish agent last
March to revise agreements and lay new strategies
for the future. 

Let’s all toast to the success of this alliance!
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